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Background
Economy inherited
in 1994:
• Emerged from extended
recessions.
• Highly protected (tariffs,
marketing boards and a broad
range of State controls).

Growth Drivers 1994 - 2008:
• Massive opening up of SA economy with substantial
growth of trade, especially imports.
• Consumer demand grew as we steered the economy to
serve all South Africans.

• Emergence of China, leading to ‘commodity super-cycle’
and credit extension fueled SA growth of 4-5% but at
cost of severe erosion of SA consumer base.
• Inefficient and anti-competitive,
• Financial & business services outgrew ‘productive
largely serving a consumer
sectors’ due to credit extension & house price growth.
market of 2-3 million whites.
• Within business services, subsectors such as security,
cleaning and maintenance services grew as business
sought to evade labour regulations by outsourcing and
casualising the workforce.

• Pockets of mining & manufacturing benefited e.g.
platinum, iron-ore and coal. Manufacturing sectors linked
to mining such as machinery, basic iron & steel, industrial
chemicals grew.
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Growth Drivers
2008 - 2018:
• Global Financial Crisis
ended commodity supercycle.
• Global economy on a
fundamentally different
growth trajectory now.
• Emergence of ‘economic
nationalism’.
• WTO under serious threat,
protectionism under guise
of ‘national security’.
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Global Economic Outlook
The global economy expanded modestly
 The global economy expanded by 3.6% in 2018.
 Growth was largely driven by emerging markets.
 But the expansion was not very convincing (0.2 percentage points weaker
than its 2017).

Risks to global growth include:
 Slowdown in key trading partners due to ‘trade wars’ and could play out in
other areas (e.g. the Huawei ban).
 EuroZone, US and China’s growth slowing.
 Sharp dip in global FDI flows (-13%) in 2018, now beginning to be felt in
global GDP growth.
 Brexit uncertainty weighing on EU growth.
 Various high-frequency data points to growing downside risk e.g.
disappointing US payroll data, business index data suggests German
economy has stalled, and Australia expands at slowest rate in decade.
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ECONOMIC ENABLERS TO SUPPORT
INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY
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The role of the state in the economy
“The state provides the institutions and infrastructure that enable the economy and
society to operate. Its ability to carry out these functions has a profound impact on the
lives of all South Africans” – National Development Plan
This means that the state is:
1. An enabler (provide basic services and critical infrastructure)
2. A regulator (setting rules that create equitable opportunities for all players)
3. A redistributor (ensuring that the most vulnerable in society are protected and given a
chance to live up to their full potential)
But, the state cannot operate alone – it must leverage the strengths of the private sector
and organised labour. Private investment is the biggest driver of growth in the economy.
And, the state's ambition needs to be matched by its capacity – we need to rebuild the
capacity and skills that have been eroded across the public sector and state-owned
companies.
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Fundamental building blocks of sustainable growth
Sustainable growth over the long-run requires:
1. Building a capable state as well as a functional relationship between the state and the
private sector.
2. Macro-economic policy in support of growth and employment creation.
3. Building economic confidence with policy predictability and rule of law.

4. Improving educational outcomes throughout individuals’ working life.
5. Harnessing the opportunities brought by the fourth industrial revolution and
adaptation to climate change.

6. Expanding effective, affordable and integrated public transport systems and
prioritising targeted housing and urban development interventions to overcome
spatial legacies and support densification.
7. Progressive policies which contribute to equity, social stability and cohesion.
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Structural faults in the South African economy means
growth remains low
Putting in place these fundamental building blocks of growth is necessary, but
not sufficient to shift SA to 5% growth – to achieve higher growth rates we
need to address the structural faults in our economy:
 Structure of the South African economy remains insufficiently diversified.
 Inefficient public monopolies imposing high cost structure for network infrastructure such as
electricity and transport.
 Disappointing export performance and exports that are concentrated in minerals and metals
products.
 Highly concentrated industrial structures, limited competition and high barriers to entry.
 Weak and volatile growth in labour-intensive sectors such as construction, manufacturing
and agriculture.
 Skills development not sufficiently linked to the economy’s needs and developing
capabilities.
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Critical Conditions for Growth
Economic growth and industrialisation will not
succeed unless we URGENTLY ensure
Reliable and
cost effective
energy supply
and
distribution

Reliable and
cost
effective
water supply
and
reticulation

Transport
logistics: rail &
port costs for
National
Priority
Sectors

Allocating
broadband
spectrum &
lowering data
costs

Each of these will require specific and detailed interventions
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Electricity has become a binding constraint
Stable electricity supply, appropriately priced is essential to economic growth and
industrialisation
 Electricity prices at factory level have risen by about 500% over the last decade (includes local
government premiums).
 Not all sectors are equally impacted by electricity prices, energy intensive sectors severely affected
but also ‘process’ industries cannot easily recover lost production when power cuts occur.
 Will need to develop consensus on how to get to lower electricity prices to support our industrial
strategy.
 Options include:
—
—
—

Partial opening up the own-generation market for large industrial users, possible private power plants in Musina SEZ,
Verdanta Mine in Northern Cape,
Finalising the ‘wheeling’ regulations which would allow private power producers to contract with industrial users directly
and supplied through Eskom transmission lines, and
Co-generation.

 Need to ensure that power outages do not occur: cost to economy is severe.
 Pace and scale of interventions must not undermine Eskom’s viability.
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Long-run reforms to raise potential growth
What are the reforms that can address the structural constraints and raise longrun potential growth?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Industrial strategy must be seen as 1 pillar (albeit central) as part of broader strategy to revive the
economy.
Prioritise labour-intensive growth through targeted interventions in sectors such as agriculture and
tourism.
Support export-led growth to alleviate the constraint of SA’s small domestic market, especially to the rest
of Africa.
Modernise network industries to promote competitiveness and inclusive growth and manage administered
prices including port charges and excessive electricity price mark-ups.
Strengthen use of Competition policy to lower barriers to entry and address distorted patterns of
ownership through increased competition and small business development.
Border reforms to support industrial strategy especially with regard to illegal imports of clothing, footwear,
electronic goods, and to limit the growth of the illicit economy.
Secret
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RETHINKING INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY
Secret
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Automotive Sector:

Lessons learnt

To foreground the presentation on a re-imagined industrial strategy, we draw on the lessons of
successes to see how these can be replicated, including from other countries e.g. China’s success
with SEZs.
The case study is of the automotive sector, transformed from an inefficient, inward-looking industry
before 1994, to a growing, globally-competitive sector and Africa’s maker of cars, trucks, minibus taxis
and buses.
In the past 5 years, 3 million cars and light-delivery bakkies were manufactured, and 112 000 buses
and heavy-duty trucks.
Key lessons are set out in the next few slides.
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Automotive Sector Incentive & Performance
Pre-1994

Performance

 Industry highly-protected industry, focused on domestic
market, prices high and danger of wipe-out when tariffs are
reduced.

 Direct jobs in manufacturing is around 110 000.
 Contribution to GDP of 6,8% in 2018, exports
grew from 1% to 10% of total goods exports
(R165bn in 2017) .
 Fastest growing manufacturing industry since
1994, growing 3,6% p.a in real terms (1994 –
2017)
 Total investment by the sector between 2015 to
2018 amounted to R41.3bn.
 SA has become Africa’s auto supplier, well
ahead of Nigeria and Egypt
 Median employee earnings in 2016 was R5633
a month, compared to R4000 in the rest of
manufacturing & R3300 in other sectors

Phase 1: 1995 – 2013
 Motor Industry Development Plan (MIDP): designed to
consolidate and stabilise the sector as SA re-entered the
global economy, by encouraging production of fewer models
with longer production runs.

Phase 2: 2013 – 2018
 Automotive Production and Development Programme (APDP)
focused on expanding the local component sector and
securing access to global supply chains through investments
in component suppliers. APDP also encouraged new OEMs
to enter SA and expanded support to Medium & Heavy
Vehicle sector.
Secret
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Automotive Sector Master Plan
Phase 3: 2018 to 2035 Master Plan
 Primary focus is on transformation and localisation through supplier development and component
manufacture:
— Industry will create a R2.5bn Fund to support Black Industrialists in the sector
— OEMs will reach B-BBEE Level 4 by 2021
— Localisation target is 60%, a substantial increase on the current 38% level

Target is for SA to double vehicle production to reach 1% of global output (1.39m units and
increasing vehicle production value to R314bn annually).
 Target of doubling direct employment in Auto manufacturing to 224 000.
 Developing new package to encourage production of electric vehicles/hybrids and autonomous
cars (driverless cars).
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Key Lessons from the Automotive Sector
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Evidence-based approach (to develop and review policy)
Predictability of policy (for a set period)
Smart use of incentives, coupled to target outcomes (reciprocity)
Use of multiple levers (integrated approach)
Progressive scaling-up of programme (in size and impact)
Drop elements that don’t work
Close engagement with stakeholders: investors, managers, unions.
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Industrial Strategy:
Re-imagining our Approach
Industrial policy to boost private sector investment and
economic inclusion

Based on lessons of successful programmes as well as
lessons from what has worked, a better more focussed
industrial strategy is proposed.
Secret
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Industrial Policy also requires:
 A collaborative approach with industry & other stakeholders – where this has
happened the impact has been positive such as Automotives, Tourism, Business
Processing Outsourcing as well as in Clothing, Textile, Footwear & Leather
 Prioritisation of sectors
– Prioritisation means that we cannot cover all industrial sectors
– Sectors not considered priority sectors will continue to receive generic support
 Centrality of industrial policy to growth strategy
 Industrial Strategy has been considered a “dti issue” with other departments &
SOC’s sometimes ignoring localization requirements
– Industrial strategy must be established as one of the central pillars of the revised
economic policy
– Has to be core with national economic policy & politically coordinated with the
Secret
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Use Multiple Levers
Trade
Agreements &
Tariffs

Incentives &
Industrial
Finance

Skills
development

Policy
Levers
Science,
Technology &
Innovation

Competition
Policy

Local
Procurement

Priority
Sectors

Infrastructure:
Rail, Ports & Road

Macroeconomic
policy

State Owned
Entities

Labour Market
Policy

Social
Compacts
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Use Multiple Levers
DHET

DST

Trade
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NT
Skills
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ARC

Supportive Policies
Required:
•
•
•
•
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Public Transport
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• Social Security
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The new approach
1. Five Growth Engines fueled by private-sector partnerships, growing
productive forces, and entrepreneurial State
2. Seven Priority Sectors, our Jobs Drivers
3. Four Spatial Interventions:
• SEZ’s,
• Industrial Parks,
• Smart Youth Centres, Business Centres & Incubation Hubs, and
• Township & Village Enterprises.
4. A New Integrated Approach to Implementation
5. Clear Action Plans, Budgets & Timelines.
Secret
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1. Industrialisation: Masterplans and social

The 5 i’s,
Engines
of
Growth

compacts for National Priority Sectors

2. Investment & Infrastructure:
Leveraging private investment, expanding infrastructure

3. Innovation: Digital economy, developing and
diffusing new technologies

4. Integration: Complete Africa Free Trade Area to
grow investment & exports

5. Inclusion: Revitalising Townships, boosting
SMMEs, creating jobs, youth, BEE & women empowerment
Secret
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National Priority Sectors
• Sector 1: Industrial Sector: Automotive, Clothing Textile Leather and Footwear,
Gas Chemicals and Plastics, Renewables/Green
Economy, Steel and Metal Fabrication

• Sector 2: Agriculture and Agro-processing
• Sector 3: Mining:

Minerals and Beneficiation

• Sector 4: Tourism
• Sector 5: High Tech Sectors/Knowledge based: Digital Economy, ICT and
Software
Production, Digital
Economy, Health Economy
Defense Economy

• Sector 6: Creative Sector
• Sector 7: Oceans Economy

Secret
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Sector 1: Industrial Sector
“Objective: strengthen the country’s
industrialisation path by boosting
domestic demand through public and
private procurement, building our core
industries of manufacturing, agriculture
and agro-processing, mining and
beneficiation, energy and renewable
energy, tourism, the ocean economy
and creative industries.”

Automotive, Clothing Textile Leather and
Footwear, Gas Chemicals and Plastics,
Renewables/Green Economy, Steel and
Metal Fabrication

Key focus:
1. Sectors with growth and job creation potentials have been identified: Autos, CTLF, Gas, Chemicals, Plastics, Green Economy,
Steel and Metal Fabrication.
2. The auto sector has been the fastest growing manufacturing industry. Export grew significantly reaching R175bn in 2018.
3. The auto master plan has been developed; therefore the focus is on implementation in order to double the current
employment, transform the sector to supporting Black Industrialists.
4. Employment has been stabilised in the CTLF, currently at 269 000 (Q1 2019 QLSF). The CTLF Masterplan will be concluded in
the current financial year (2019/20).
5. Renewables/Green economy has attracted R201bn and creted over 30 000 new jobs since 2012.
6. Steel sector – foundation to industrialization need to finalise the export tax on scrap metals to secure the local industry.
7. Gas sector significant growth opportunities.
Secret
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AUTOMOTIVES
• The automotives sector contributed 6,8% to GDP in 2018 and direct employment at 110 000
• Automotives as a share of exports from 1994 to 2018 increased from 1% to 14% of total goods exports (R179 bn in 2018)
• Automotive industry has been the fastest growing manufacturing industry since 1994, growing 3,6% a year on average in
real terms from 1994 to 2018
• Total investment by the sector between 2015 to 2018 amounted to R41.3bn
• Total vehicle production increased to 610 854 units by 2018
• SA’s auto sector is the giant of Africa

Strategic Interventions:
1. 2035 Master Plan sets very ambitious but achievable targets:
I.
II.
III.

2.
3.
4.

Potential Impact:

Aim to have SA vehicle production to 1% of global output
60% local content; &
Double direct manufacturing employment to 224 000

Black Supplier Development (BSD) & value-chain localisation must increase
SMME participation
Further position SA as the African Continent’s auto supplier of cars,
commercial vehicles & trucks
Ensure local procurement support for light motor, bus and fire fighting
vehicles & other yellow metal heavy vehicles Secret
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TEXTILES, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR &
LEATHER
• Textile, Clothing Leather and Footwear (TCLF) contribution to GDP and jobs stabilised after competitiveness plan put in
place.
• Jobs range from 87 000 (QES)to 106 000 (Quantec) to 269 000 (QLSF).
• Leather Goods & Footwear value added grew by 54% from 2011 to 2014 with footwear production growing by 47% from
47 million pairs in 2011 to 66 million pairs in 2017. The exports of Leather & Leather Goods increased by 161% from R 1.8
billion in 2010 to R 4.7 billion in 2017
Strategic Interventions to scale up jobs and growth:
1. Reclaiming domestic market: 300 000 jobs lost due to imports
2. Developing niche opportunities in industrial and home textiles
3. Growing South African high-fashion & fast-fashion segments
4. Reducing import leakages due to customs fraud: significant new job potential
5. Scaling-up integrated support measures to revitalise sector
6. Partnering with retailers to source locally including request to global retailers.
7. Accessing regional market opportunities: AfCFTA
8. Creating sector-focused SEZs and industrial parks
9. Explore all possible trade measures to mitigate high levels of imports
10. Attract new investment through scaled-up competitiveness packages
Secret
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GAS, CHEMICALS & PLASTICS
• The chemical sector contribution to GDP is estimated at 3.4%, with its share in manufacturing value add at 23% in 2015
• Chemicals, plastic products & rubber accounted for 12% of manufacturing exports valued at R40.4bn at the end of 2017
• Chemicals is a significant export earner, with Africa as whole buying two fifths of basic chemicals & petroleum in 2017

Strategic Interventions:
1. The sector linkages is important for industrialisation and is largely an
upstream sector to the mining, manufacturing & agricultural industries
2. Has the long term potential to become a game changer given recent oil & gas
finds in the sub-region BUT requires immediate policy certainty & incentives
given long term investment decisions
3. Significant exporter of chemicals in the region.
4. SA has the largest & most sophisticated chemicals industry in Africa & can
significantly increase its exports in the region
5. Plastics industry is relatively labour-intensive and could support entry of
SMMEs
6. Import replacement strategy for plastics.
7. Consider underground coal gasification: resolve water use licences for
projects.
Secret
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RENEWABLES/GREEN ECONOMY
•
•
•
•

Investment (equity & debt) to the value of R201.8bn, of which REIPPP R48.7bn (24%) is foreign investment, was attracted
since 2012.
A total of 32 532 jobs were created.
Since November 2011 more than 6 422 MW from 112 renewable energy projects have been awarded in seven bidding
rounds – wind projects contribute more than half of total capacity.
3 162 MW of electricity generation capacity from 57 IPP projects have been connected to the grid.

Strategic Interventions:
1. Continue to support the use of renewable technologies in the country’s energy mix to reduce the cost of energy,

Potential Impact:

decrease greenhouse emissions, build the local industry through increased localisation and create jobs, while recognising the reality that
we have large coal reserves that can provide cheap energy that can also assist with affordable prices.

2. Take forward NEDLAC’s Green Economy Accord on renewable energy, including ensuring that workers are treated fairly
and reskilled and that the needs of people and the environment are at the centre of a just transition to a sustainable and low carbon
energy future.

3. Develop and implement a dedicated education and training programme targeting young people.
4. Contribute to investment to boost greater demand in the renewable sector – particularly solar, municipal waste,
biomass, biogas and wind – to support rural development, localisation, research and development, small enterprises and co-operatives.
The universities in Mpumalanga and Northern Cape should be encouraged to offer academic programmes in renewable energy.

5. Reposition Eskom to play an active role in the renewable energy sector and promote public ownership in renewable
energy infrastructure.

6. Investigate the cost-benefit of introducing solar panels in state buildings and mandate new commercial and
residential developments in the medium term to use renewable energy technologies to reduce utility costs. These should include
deploying clean energy solutions to provide lighting and small power needs in the informal settlements.

7. Develop domestic capability to manufacture new green technologies including batteries for autos and the grid, expand
solar geyser repair and maintenance, and create an infant industry fund to support commercialisation of new technologies.
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STEEL & METALS FABRICATION
•
•
•

The metal fabrication, capital & rail transport equipment cluster of sectors Ferrous Metals, Non-Ferrous Metals, Capital Equipment & Rail
Transport Equipment
Basic iron & steel & non-ferrous metals contributed R38bn to the economy & employed 53 719 in 2017
Metal fabrication, capital & other transport equipment contributed R60.9bn to the economy & employed 267 759 people in 2017

Strategic Interventions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Industry social compact/masterplan
Support foundries/steel small mills through export tax on scrap metal
Strengthen industry competitiveness fund to develop new enterprises
Contain price increase on basic steel through tariff conditionalities
Develop small business opportunities in metal fabrication( burglar bars, window frames, etc)
Address energy prices for the sector
Consider measures to reduce import prices of iron-ore/coal
Identify new markets for steel inputs: autos, rolling stock, infrastructure
Support export – drive into rest of continent (Mozambique gas and Pan African Steel initiative)
Feasibility of a long-steel product factory being considered
Address transport and logistics challenges in the sector (rail)
Designation of steel for rail wagons to be finalised
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Sector 2: Agriculture and Agro-processing
Key focus:
1. Agro-processing is one of the largest manufacturing subsectors accounting for 24% of manufacturing GDP.
2. The sector accounts for 20% of total manufacturing employment
3. Exports grew at an average of 5% per annum (2011-2017).
4. Key value chains and products includes: meat/beef, soya products, citrus, barriers, nuts.
5. Key new export markets includes China, Middle East/India, Russia
6. Developing interventions to support the domestic markets – sugar and poultry.
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AGRICULTURE AND AGRO-PROCESSING
• The agro-processing sector has grown to be one of the largest manufacturing subsectors, accounting for about
24% of manufacturing GDP & 3.3% of SA’s total GDP in 2017
• In employment terms, agro-processing is the largest subsector of manufacturing, accounting for more than
20.4% of all manufacturing employment
• From 2011 to 2017, this group saw exports climbed 5,4% a year, far above the average growth rate for SA’s
total exports
• At the end of 2017 its share of SA exports had reached 10% increasing from 6% at the end of the mining
commodity boom
Strategic interventions

Potential Impact:

1. Key value-chains & products: Meat/beef, soya products, citrus, berries, and nuts
2. Key new markets (exports): China, Middle East/Halal market, India, and Russia
3. Critical to manage backward linkages to support decent work & smallholders in
agriculture

4. High volume agro-food imports that can be substituted with locally produced goods e.g.
soybeans
5. Develop interventions including trade measures to support the sugar and poultry sectors.
Secret
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Sector 3: Mining Sector:Minerals and Beneficiation
Key focus:
1. SA has more than 80 % of the world’s resource deposits and more than 200 years supply at current
demand;
2. In terms of volume, the markets for platinum are dominated by autocatalysts and jewellery usage;
3. To increase the demand for platinum, SA need to develop the fuel cells industry
4. A number of minerals offer potential opportunities, ranges from:
a) Platinum
b) Manganese
c) Iron-ore
d) Vanadium
e) Chromium
5. A successful beneficiation strategy requires low-priced mineral inputs, cheap electricity
Secret
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Mining, Minerals & Beneficiation
•
•
•
•
•

Mining has fallen from 15% of GDP in 1990 to 7% today
Mining employment has declined by 70,000 people to 466,000 in the past 5 years
South Africa has more than 80% of the world’s platinum reserves - currently estimated at around US$ 2.0 trillion
Currently 39% of platinum demand is from autocatalytic convertor industry, 29% for jewellery, and 23% from investment
In 2017, South Africa accounted for dismal 1% of total global exploration expenditure (14% for Canada & Australia, 13% for the
rest of Africa) – only 10% of that was Greenfield

POTENTIAL IMPACT: Significant R&D, technology and capability applications, increased exports and employment
1. Judicious use of export taxes as per the Manifesto, to support beneficiation & protect infrastructure (scrap metal)
2. Coordination by DMR and DTI of licensing to unlock downstream beneficiation opportunities
3. Enhance our sustainable local manufacturing sector for platinum based fuel cells and their sub-components
I.
II.

Fuel cell initiative will contribute to job creation, skills and technology development, but we need to sort out the demand side
Improved environmental conditions through reduced water consumption and a reduced carbon footprint, including energy security

4. Implementation of a sustainable end-to-end local silica solar power manufacturing industry
I.
II.

Contribute to the renewable energy mix with abundance of high grade crystalline quartz deposits
Local silica wafer industry will result in significant job creation

5. Develop a local battery manufacturing industry to support utility-scale & automotive energy storage
6. Rejuvenation of the Iron Ore and Steel Beneficiation Value Chain
Secret
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Sector 4: Tourism
Key focus:
1. SA tourism is one of the fastest growing export and job creation sector.
2. Over 5 million foreigners have visited SA in the past 5 years.
3. Ambitious targets for key markets such as China, India, Europe amongst others
are to be set.
4. Interventions include better marketing of iconic sites e.g Robben Island,m Vilikazi
street etc.
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TOURISM
• Tourism has become one of SA’s fastest growing (8th in exports) export sector & is followed by mining, metals, heavy
chemicals, auto, capital equipment, fruit & vegetable products
• Over 50 million foreign visitors entered SA over the last 5 years. In the past twelve months (January to December 2018)
South Africa had over 11 million foreign visitors who stayed overnight.
• Statssa finds that domestic plus foreign tourism accounted for just under 3% of the GDP from 2012 to 2016, & that
around half of the total came from foreigner travelers
• Tourism directly supported almost 700 000 jobs with half of those jobs are derived from foreign tourism, as most
tourism-related employment was almost exclusively in accommodation, catering, road transport & retail. SA is also seen
positively by those in the medical tourism subsector

POTENTIAL IMPACT: Higher employment growth, significant export value
1. Major exporter with rapid growth experienced as a result of clear tourism strategy
2. Expanded and better marketing of iconic sites - Vilikazi Street, Robben Island, Kingdom of Mapungubwe etc.
3. Ambitious targets should be set for the tourism markets of China, India, Europe, West Africa & Middle East
4. Domestic tourism can build social cohesion & national identity
5. Key challenge remains the immigration regulations, in particular the visa requirements for tourists
6. Need to train thousands of youth as language interpreters e.g Mandarin & French
7. SMME opportunities in accommodation, services, transport, arts & culture
Secret
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Sector 5:High Tech Sectors/Knowledge based:
Digital Economy
Focus:
1. A number of technology-driven
ICT and Software
sectors with high potential are
identified.
Production, Health
2. Three key areas are set out:
I. Digital economy (ICT/Software)
Economy, Defense
II. Health and Pharmaceuticals
III. Defense and Aerospace
Economy
3. Pharmaceuticals industry has the
potential to growth by supporting
local manufacturing.
4. In the next 12 months we will identify
and designate products that can be
manufactured locally.
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ICT AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTION
• SA electro-technical industry is segmented into 4 main subsectors: Electrical, ICT, Electronics & Consumer Electronics
• Total contribution to the economy of the sector is approximately R358.2 billion with employment for the industry
calculated at 278 650 in 2015. 75% of the total economic contribution of the sector comes from IT & more than 91% in
terms of employment
• IT hardware market was worth an estimated R26.65 billion in 2015

POTENTIAL IMPACT: High employment growth, technology and capability transfer
1. SA is a major software exporter based on competency & experience in finance & security
services
2. The IT industry in SA is growing as a result of the rapid changes in technology access – with
significant increase in small businesses that offer systems integration & other software
solutions
3. Challenge is to expand opportunities based on access to technologies and skills
development
4. Some parts of the sector can support SMMEs and potential for youth job creation is very
high
5. Needs direct & indirect incentives to grow & realize full potential
Secret
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DIGITAL ECONOMY
1. Ensure a legal and regulatory framework for promotion of innovation.
2. Work with stakeholders through the Presidential Digital Industrial Revolution Commission to shape a common digital future that places people at the
centre of digital transformation and ensure that its benefits are spread across society.
3. Increase spending on innovation and aim for more technological break- through critical to the country’s development through support for research.
4. Scale-up skills development for the youth in data analytics, the inter- net-of-things, blockchain and machine learning, to enable training of young people
to develop and operate new technologies.
5. Work with partners to train workers and unleash their talents and creativity. A just transition framework will be developed with all stakeholders address
re-skilling and support for workers displaced by new technologies.
6. Reduce the cost of data through the work of competition authorities and the communication regulator, ICASA. Lowering the cost of data will be one of
the major requirements in the licensing of the radio frequency spectrum this year.
7. Maintain a competitive digital market by avoiding that one dominant firm emerges with a near monopoly on new spectrum
8. Extending the government broadband rollout programme.
9. Ensure there is significant localisation of new technologies and ensure that SMMEs and co-operatives are drawn into the digital economy.
10. Support e-commerce which will enable SMMEs and co-operatives, including rural producers, to sell their products online, allowing them access to
national, regional and global markets. This will include access to digital secure storage facilities known as data centres and cloud computing.
11. Open opportunities for young people to develop new software and applications, devices and equipment through specialised start-up support
programmes for use by all spheres of government and society. A digital innovation centre will be established for this purpose within the next three
years.
12. Strengthen and consolidate efforts to digitalise government, utilise big data in planning and execution, and expedite the implementation of egovernance so that citizens can access public services from any location as they become connected. Priority will be given to effective use of new
technologies for public infrastructure as we build smart public schools and smart health facilities and smart community policing to fight crime.
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HEALTH ECONOMY (incl. Pharmaceuticals)
• Pharmaceuticals heavily import dependent esp active pharmaceutical ingredients (R22bn import) & will require a
strategic shift to support local manufacturing production & capabilities.
• Pharmaceuticals contribution to manufacturing GDP is estimated at only 0.48% & directly employees around 9 600
• Total market value for medical devices is estimated to be R20bn with only local production only at R3 billion &
employment at about 5 000 people.

POTENTIAL IMPACT: High technology and capability transfer to other sectors
1. SA has strong capacity in pharmaceuticals, medical devices, treatment, medical aids, R&D, waste
disposal, nuclear medicine & also in animal health / veterinary sciences
2. There are emerging clusters in JHB, CT and PE that can be built on
3. The sector would contribute to exports, import replacement & spillovers into other sectors
4. Potential development veterinary pharmaceutical manufacture for domestic & regional disease focus
5. Development of manufacture capacity across the value chain will be dependent on significantly
increasing domestic procurement - health goods procured is in excess of R35bn in the 2018/19
budget, & includes medicines (45%), medical supplies (23%) & equipment (8%)
6. Local procurement allows us to leverage and expand exports in the region - big ARV tender recently
given to India has taken jobs & innovation from SA
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Defence and Aerospace Industry
• Defence industry focuses on production and support of defence equipment, systems and software, and defence-specific
research, while defence-related industries also support activities in the civilian sector in the manufacturing and high
tech sectors to the defence industry and normal non-military production,
• The defence sector contributes 0.47% to GDP
• Employment remains small with an estimated 15 000 people in the industry or 0.3% of total employment
• The defence industry is very capital intensive but supports significant technological spinoffs for other economic sectors

POTENTIAL IMPACT: High export growth, strong research and development as well as capability development
transfer
1. Top five defence markets are the Middle East, India, the United States, South Korea and the United
Kingdom
2. Key regional markets still planning increases in military spending include India and China by 5% in real
terms
3. SA defense sector will have an export focus, support the revitalisation of SA economy, meeting the
requirements of other security services and agencies, dual usage of high technology defence
technologies into civilian solutions
4. Targets for growth include:
– 1% of GDP by 2023 (currently at 0.47%)
– FDI estimated to double from R12 billion to R24 billion in five years
– 30 000 direct jobs by 2023 (current estimate is 15 000) and 120 000 indirect jobs by 2023
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Sector 6: Creative Sector
Key focus:
1. Creative industries comprise of craft, music, film and television
2. Has the potential to create employment, support tourism and social cohension.
To realise the potential these industries have, certain constraints that need to be addressed. The
industry needs to be transformed and its distribution infrastructure needs to be increased.
1. The craft industry: address low skills levels; inadequate working capital; lack of standard and quality assurance
across the value chain; and poor information flow which all need to be addressed.
2. Film industry: address access to finance; distribution and exhibition facilities; training opportunities for people
entering the industry; opportunities to export South African film and television products; and inadequate coordination.
3. Music industry: address piracy and copyright issues.
4. Games (electronic): map the subsector and develop support for it.
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Creative Sector
Creative industries include craft, music, film and television. Collectively these have a massive potential to contribute to the
development of our young democracy economically and otherwise. It has a potential to contribute to nation building and the rich
cultural legacy contributes to improving South Africa’s global image. In addition, artistic expression and cultural tolerance have the
capacity to foster values and restore national pride. The industry has a massive economic potential:
• The South African music industry was worth approximately R2.2 billion in sales in 2011;
• The craft sector contributed R3.3 billion to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2010
• The visual arts sector had turnover of nearly R2 billion.

POTENTIAL IMPACT: Employment growth
1. Promote and support the diverse creative industries, from folk art, festivals, music, books, paintings, performing art to the film industry,
broadcasting and video games.
2. Ensure public funding schemes do not exclude the creative industries and work with the private sector to increase investment in the sector.
3. Develop and implement cultural projects in schools and communities that raise awareness of career opportunities in the creative industries.
4. Promote and invest more in museums, archives, heritage and cultural projects. These will include support to conserve, protect and promote the
country’s Liberation History and Heritage – archives, struggle sites, values, ideas, movements, veterans and networks.
5. Work with stakeholders to ensure that innovators and artists are justly rewarded for their labour in the digital age and protect the copyrights of
artists.
6. Actively promote the growing African film industry by:
a. producing more local content and investment in local infrastructure, especially in townships and rural areas,
b. developing skills in capital raising, post-completion and distribution,
c. providing capital for producing content and extending funding to address sales, marketing and distribution.

7.Ensure demand for creative goods and services by tourists by supporting the development of creative industries.
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Creative Sector – Building a Film Industry
Government has supported a thriving film industry that:
- creates local jobs and earns export revenues,
- helps South Africa to tell our own stories,
- renews urban areas and
- develops and showcases our talent and country to promote tourism.

R3,5 billion
•
•
•

Local Film industry contributed more than R3.5 billion to GDP and
created the equivalent of more than 25 000 full time jobs
Encompassed over 2 500 direct service providers
For every rand spent by the South African Film Industry, economic
value of R 2.89 is created.
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Creative Sector – Films Made in SA
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Sector 7: Oceans Economy
Key focus
1. South Africa has a vast ocean space - 1.5 million square km and a 4600 km coastline (incl. the subAntarctic islands) with huge untapped potential.
2. The sector has attracted over R20bn in investment and created over 7000 direct jobs.
3. Potential to increase the GDP contribution sifnificantly with many potental jobs created by 2033 (2010
study).
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Oceans Economy
Total Oceans Sector Analysis
• 2010: GDP contribution at 4.4% (R110 billion); 316 000 Jobs (direct and indirect)
• 2014: GDP contribution at 4.6% (R125 billion); 413 356 Jobs (direct and indirect)
• 2015: GDP contribution at 4.4% (R128 billion); 425 525 Jobs (direct and indirect)
• 2018: GDP contribution at 4.5% (R127.8 billion); 676 017 Jobs (direct and indirect

Current Economic Impact:
R29.4 billion investments and
7351 direct jobs (6 Ocean
Sectors) (Jobs exclude the
multipliers and value chain jobs)

Projections for 2024 assuming sustained growth:
GDP contribution at 4.5% (R143 billion); 799 213 Jobs (direct and indirect)
Strategic Interventions:
1. Establish an integrated governance framework for the sustainable growth of the ocean
economy that maximises socio-economic benefits while ensuring adequate ocean
environmental protection.
2. Promote investment in offshore oil and gas exploration and production as new growth
areas.
3. Continue to support infrastructure development in marine transport as well as modernising
and expanding the capacity of our ports.
4. Finalise fishing quotas and ensure this is given effect to support aquaculture and
sustainable livelihoods.
5. Develop a marine policy that ensures the use of South African ships as part of our trade
with the rest of the world.
Secret

Potential Impact
Nine (9) Ocean Sectors:
- R177 billion to GDP by 2033
- 1 million jobs (compare
316,000 in 2010)

Investments mainly in
infrastructure development (in
ports), marine manufacturing
(boatbuilding), aquaculture and
scientific and seismic surveys;
coastal and marine tourism, small
harbours and marine protection
services and ocean governance
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Trade Policy to Support Overall Industrial Policy
 WTO facing unprecedented challenges primarily driven by a series of US actions.
 New unilateral tariff increases beyond WTO legal commitments (steel, aluminium and possibly autos) Retaliatory measures on the rise.
 Exemption for certain countries erodes the MFN principle (all WTO members to be treated the same)
 US blocking filling vacancies in the Appellate Body: By December 2019, dispute settlement mechanism
rendered ineffective and without due process to enforce trade rules (trade frictions resolved bilaterally on the
basis of trade power)
 Proposals to exclude large developing countries (including SA) from flexibility under special and differential
treatment principle for developing countries
 Move to plurilateral agreements: fragment the trading system; undermine consensus decision-making and
side-line developing country priority issues
 Potential through the AfCFTA for priority sectors

Re-align our trade agenda in the WTO, AfCFTA, T-FTA, SADC and SACU to
support National Priority Sectors
Secret
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Competition Policy to Support Overall Industrial Policy
 Recent changes to the Competition Act, to be promulgated in the next three months, can support
priority sectors through a range of measures, including addressing:
— Abuse of dominance by large players in a sector that inhibits growth, including through predatory
pricing
— Excessive prices for inputs by monopolies
— Price discrimination against small businesses
— Combating cartels
— Market Inquiries into sectors to address excessive economic concentration
— Exemptions to companies to enable collaboration to support new technologies and joint export efforts
— Abuse of buyer power by large retailers
— Adequate resources for the competition authorities to address its new mandate
— Conditions in mergers to promote public interest conditions, including worker ownership in companies
— Encourage broad-based ownership, including worker ownership, in companies, during merger
proceedings.
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Generic Support for Business Outside of the National Priority Sectors

Cross-cutting measures to promote growth & inclusion:
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Affordable & adequate quality infrastructure
Supportive regulatory systems & efficient govt. agencies with minimal delays
Qualitative improvement in education & skills development
Support for small business – finance, mentoring, market identification & access
alongside linkages to markets, technology diffusion & clustering
Encourage local procurement
Promote diversity in high-level employment & ownership
Support for diffusion & adaptation of technologies
Continued support through the dti sector desks, provincial & local govt. agencies
Support & develop stakeholder collaboration (each sector needs a compact)
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Issues for Consideration
There is value in having fewer priority sectors for concentration of efforts distinguish between business as usual & new efforts
Having clear-cut & targeted outcomes is essential
Every sector is different and thus Plans must be adaptable & changed if they
do not work
Understand and address factors essential for setting up & scaling up
operations to achieve outcome
Understand and address costs imposed by regulation and inefficiency
Need to plan for the opportunities and import challenges that will arise from
the AfCFTA
Social Compacting is a critical factor for
success
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To Support an Inclusive Industrial Policy, additional areas of work will
include
 Policies to promote involvement of workers in company boards and employee
ownership schemes, to develop greater partnerships between workers and owners
to build these businesses.
 Establish a Sovereign Wealth Fund to support investment in strategic (national
priority) sectors of the economy
 Prioritise projects through the Infrastructure Fund to finance key economic and
social infrastructure projects that support the priority growth sectors, including
public passenger transport system, water infrastructure and integrated
communities.
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BUILDING THE TOWNSHIP & VILLAGE ECONOMY
THROUGH SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES
Secret
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SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES
Key focus
1. Four sets of interventions namely:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Designation of additional SEZs including the clothing & textile
Smart Youth centres, Business centres and innovation hubs
Township and village enterprises
Local industrial parks

2. 10 SEZ designated in 8 provinces
3. Revitalisation of 15 industrial parks in progress
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Special Economic Zones
 Currently
10
SEZs
in
operation/designated
across
SA,
covering 8 Provinces.
 Experience of just COEGA SEZ over a
decade: investment of R9 billion, 43
investors both foreign & domestic and
8 210 jobs.
 Support package has recently been
improved with skills support, tax
incentive,
and
provision
of
infrastructure.
 But, SEZs have been too small-scale,
the support too tentative and have not
been sufficient ignite economy.
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Special Economic Zones
 As
Gauteng
Premier
Makhura said “Our dream is
to grow Gauteng, step by
step, into a single special
economic
zone.
The
province will this year
complete and open the OR
Tambo, Tshwane, Sedibeng
and West Rand SEZs.”
 Planning for a Special
Economic Zone for Clothing
is under way.

 Designation of the Bojanala
SEZ in North West; Science
and High-Tech SEZ in
Ekaindustria;
SEZ
in
Northern Cape.
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Local Industrial Parks
Revitalisation of 15 industrial parks
The implementation programme incorporates the findings of a detailed assessments conducted on the first
10 Industrial Parks and is implemented in the following phases:
•

Phase 1: Security infrastructure upgrade, fencing, lighting, critical top structures and electrical
requirements - The first phase requirements was requested by the industrial parks management
agencies who have been experiencing high crime levels.

•

Phase 2: Compliance to regulatory requirements – Landfill sites; Waste and Water treatment plants,
Fire, Health & Safety Requirements, and Renewable energy initiatives

•

Phase 3: Engineering designs and construction of new and existing roads, bulk water supply and
sewage treatment plants or industrial effluent control

•

Phase 4: Upgrading electricity infrastructure, and build new top structures in line with the expansion
programme of the Parks.

•

Phase 5: Development of vacant land and sustainable industrial clusters in the Parks
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Smart Youth Centres, Business Centres and Innovation Hubs
 Many of the economic
interventions will have an
impact
on
youth
unemployment, but it is
clear the extent of the
problem requires new
approaches – as per the
Manifesto.

Smart Youth Centres











Secret



Training and conference center;
Access to internet;
Online courses, eLearning, Coding;
Industrial tech work station;
Testing center;
Business center consisting of work stations
and board rooms;
Incubation center;
Access to export and business intelligence;
and
Access to government incl. small enterprise
support programmes.
Tshwane Innovation hubs
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Smart Youth Centres, Business Centres and Innovation Hubs
 Smart Youth Centres (ICT Hubs) can be
rolled out to:
– All 10 SEZ’s,
– 35 Industrial Parks,
– Tshwane Innovation Hub, and
– 100 Township sites.
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Township & Village Enterprises
1. Implement a special dispensation or set asides in the awarding of medium- and long-term contracts to small
businesses, co-operatives and township and village enterprises to allow for a period for incubation and other
support to help reduce failure rates.
2. Increase support measures for co-operative enterprises by implementing critical elements of the newly amended
Co-operatives Act, including operationalising the co-operative development agency and the training academy.
3. Establish a township and village economy fund to support the productive activities and the development of
industrial parks, business centres and incubation centres in these areas.
4. Help formalise township and village-based enterprises through an active campaign by provincial and local
governments that promotes the benefits of formalisation.
5. Address illegal trading and selling of adulterated food and the dominance of big retail chain stores in townships
as they undermine the township and village economy and displace locally owned retail stores and related
services. To this end, we will:
a. Expand the campaign to stop illegal trading in townships and villages, with a view to promote and protect local ownership of
grocery retail stores and other economic activities.
b. Support the formation of a network of community-owned retail and wholesale facilities and effective use of township and ruralbased local suppliers, including support of bulk-buying and packaging schemes by township and village retailers.

6. Implement the outcomes of the Retail Market Inquiry by the Competition Commission addressing the impact of
big retail chain stores on township and village economies.
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HARNESSING THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
Secret
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THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

4IR is critical in pushing the economy beyond its
current limits and harnessing opportunities to support
our industrialisation programme
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LEVERAGING THE 4IR-KEY INITIATIVES

• Build Capability: Train 1
million youth on FIR skills
(data science, 3D printing,
AI, robotics, cloud
computing, etc)
• Neither in Training or
Employed -ICT SETA
spend and Skills Levy to
develop 4IR skills
• Basic Education:Curriculum Innovation at
basic education, to
include 4IR skills

Digital
Infrastructure

Digital
Government

Digital Skills

•
•

•

Digital Transformation
of Government
Digital Access to
promote trust and
security in the use of
ICTs
Digital Inclusion to
create an enabling
environment to
promote e-commerce

•
•
•

Radio Frequency
Spectrum
Rollout of Broadband
infrastructure
Rapid Deployment of
electronic
communications
infrastructure

4IR SEZ

• Under consideration is
4IR Innovation Corridor
(Innovation Hub with
strong linkages with
other SEZs, Industrial
Parks, ICT Hubs)
• ICT Joint Investment
Programme for startups (Digital
Development Fund)
• Centre for Digital
Transformation

COORDINATING MECHANISMS






Presidential Commission on Fourth Industrial Revolution with the outcome of a developed Integrated Country Strategy and Plan on the Fourth Industrial
Revolution.
Inter-Ministerial Commission on 4IR
Public-Private Growth Initiative (PPGI) – ICT Working Group
Digital Economy Summit
Secret
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SPECTRUM LICENSING PROCESS
 Draft policy direction focuses on the licensing of the radio frequency to the
incumbents and to smaller operators (through a single network company) – to be
issued by June 2019.
 Policy direction will enable ICASA to license as follows:
– Publication of a draft licensing framework for consultation
– Issue an invitation to apply for both spectrum to be licensed to the industry and the licensing of
a network licence for small operators set aside, submissions received from interested bidders

 Evaluation of bids and issuing of licences
 Given this roadmap, spectrum allocated can be licensed by the end of 2019/20
(licences to the small operators can be slightly longer to give new entrants sufficient
time to prepare and submit applications)
 DTPS recently allocated additional funding to ICASA – finding further resources to
be allocated for digital broadcasting
 Digital Terrestrial Television plan being remodelled to expedite the release of the
radio frequency spectrum.
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NEXT STEPS: PARTNERING WITH PRIVATE SECTOR
TO UNLEASH INVESTMENT & ENERGISE STATE
SECTOR TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC INCLUSION
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-3 months):
1. Convert programmes into action plans (who, when, where, how and with what resources)
2. Finalise modalities for the export tax on scrap metal
3. Roll out the Competition Act amendments and regulations
4. Tighten Customs controls on illegal imports
5. Finalise Competition Commission's data market enquiry
6. Develop measures to stabilise the sugar industry
7. Commence a tariff review of poultry imports from Brazil
8. Support the implementation of commitments of Investment Conference
9. Complete the discussion with SoCs on local procurement commitments
10. Consider energy interventions to bring stable, competitive access for priority sectors
11. Announce date for 2019 Presidential Investment Conference
12. Engage social partners on jobs summit outcomes
13. Convene discussion on the buy local campaign with retailers
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
 Investments: Key examples.
• Toyota Hiace Ses'fikile plant expansion in Durban for R450 million, launch date
28 June 2019
• Aberdare Cables plant in Port Elizabeth for R135 million launch date, 18 July
2019
• BFG composites plant in Germiston for R50 million: launch date 18 July 2019
• Mara Group Phones (Phone Manufacturing): R1,2bn to be launched at the end of
August 2019
• Proctor & Gamble (Consumer goods): R300 million expected launch
August/September 2019
• Best Value Foods, 100% black owned, investment project valued at R31,3M
expected to be running by September 2019.
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-3 months):
 Industrial Parks Upgrade
• Revitilisation in progress in 15 Industrial Parks
 Digital Economy/4IR
• Finalise Policy directive on licensing of spectrum by end of
June 2019
 Tourism
• Finalise amended immigration regulations in particular, Visa
requirements for tourism
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-12 months):
 Finalise Social Compacts/Masterplans for the 7 priority sectors:
• 1) Industrial Sector:
Automotive, Clothing Textile Leather and Footwear, Gas Chemicals and Plastics,
Renewables/Green Economy, Steel and Metal Fabrication

•
•
•
•

2) Agriculture and Agro-processing
3)Mining: Minerals and Beneficiation
4) Tourism
5) High Tech Sectors/Knowledge based:

Digital Economy, ICT & Software Production, Health Economy, Defence & Aerospace Economy

• 6) Creative sectors
• 7) Oceans Economy
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-12 months):
 Smart Youth Centers
• Finalise implementation plan for the rollout of 100 smart Youth
Centers over three years; Budget allocation to be secured and
incorporated in 2020/21 budget; and announce in 2020 SONA
 SEZ and Industrial Parks Programme
• Complete regulatory and legislative processes for a new and
enlarged support programme for SEZ/Industrial Parks that
includes more competitive Tax Benefits, and conditional grants for
infrastructure.
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-12 months):
 SEZ Programme
• Finalise designation and implementation plans/finance of the Bojanala SEZ in North
West; the Automotive SEZ in Tshwane; Science and High-Tech SEZ in Ekaindustria;
SEZ in Northern Cape in partnership with Vedanta mine; the 4IR Innovation Corridor
SEZ; and Clothing and Textile SEZ.
• Completion of Bulk Infrastructure and consolidation of investments for MusinaMakhado SEZ and signing of investment agreements with strategic anchor
investors.
• Establishment of the Atlantis SEZ company and infrastructure development
 WTO
• Engagement at WTO and AfCFTA to enable policy space to support and grow the
new priority sectors
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Re-imagining Industrial Strategy - Next Steps
Immediate Actions (0-12 months):
• Finalise additional local procurement designation applicable to the state
• Complete allocation and licensing process for the spectrum by April 2020
• Finalise agreements with retailers on local procurement
• Develop implementation plan for the R100 billion Industrial Financing
agreement by the financial sector at the Jobs summit
• Convene Presidential Investment Conference
• Engage with all investors who made investment commitments
• Finalise implementation plan to address outcomes of competition market
enquiry into data prices and engage stakeholders on a possible agreement
on data prices
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Thank you
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